Application of Remote Sensing Data to Constrain Operational Rainfall-Driven Flood Forecasting: A Review
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Abstract: Fluvial flooding is one of the most catastrophic natural disasters threatening people’s lives and possessions. Flood forecasting systems, which simulate runoff generation and propagation processes, provide information to support flood warning delivery and emergency response. The forecasting models need to be driven by input data and further constrained by historical and real-time observations using batch calibration and/or data assimilation techniques so as to produce relatively accurate and reliable flow forecasts. Traditionally, flood forecasting models are forced, calibrated and updated using in-situ measurements, e.g., gauged precipitation and discharge. The rapid development of hydrologic remote sensing offers a potential to provide additional/alternative forcing and constraint to facilitate timely and reliable forecasts. This has brought increasing interest to exploring the use of remote sensing data for flood forecasting. This paper reviews the recent advances on integration of remotely sensed precipitation and soil moisture with rainfall-runoff models for rainfall-driven flood forecasting. Scientific and operational challenges on the effective and optimal integration of remote sensing data into forecasting models are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Floods are among the most destructive natural disasters, threatening lives as well as properties. Generally, fluvial floods are formed in the following series of processes: runoff generation, runoff concentration, streamflow propagation and floodplain inundation [1,2]. Most operational fluvial flood forecasting systems only simulate the first three processes, to provide water level and streamflow forecasts [3]. The three processes are typically simulated through coupled rainfall/snowmelt-runoff models and hydrological routing models [3–9]. Only few systems incorporate more sophisticated hydraulic models to assist streamflow propagation simulation which allows the forecasting of floodplain inundation as well [10]. The forecasted water level and streamflow information is finally used to produce timely flood warnings, and improve the emergency preparedness [1].

With the aim being to estimate future flow amounts at critical points in a river network, streamflow forecasting systems can be divided into two types: short-term forecasting with a lead time of hours to weeks [2], and long-term/seasonal forecasting with a lead time of months to years [11]. The short-term forecasting systems are usually adopted for flood management, e.g., flood warning and flood-related dam system control, whilst the long-term forecasting systems are used for long-term water resource management, e.g., drought prediction, irrigation scheduling, and water allocation under changing...
climate. From this perspective, flood forecasting systems belong to short-term streamflow forecasting, therefore confining the scope of this review.

Rainfall-runoff models, which simulate the rainfall infiltration and runoff generation followed by streamflow concentration and propagation processes, form the core of a rainfall-driven flood forecasting system [12]. These models are all driven by data to different extents [8]. Firstly, these models are not purely self-feedback and thus require to be forced by measurements of input variables such as precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (PET). Secondly, suffering from various sources of uncertainties, they need to be further constrained by observations of variables such as discharge and soil moisture, through batch calibration (parameter estimation) and/or data assimilation (real-time updating) [1]. Operational forecasting systems typically adopt all accessible in-situ data, such as ground-based precipitation and PET as forcing and gauged discharge for calibration/updating. However, in order to produce the most accurate and reliable forecasts, it is likely that rainfall-runoff models have reached an effectiveness limit which cannot be exceeded without incorporating new types of data [13]. Fortuitously, the developments of remote sensing techniques provide additional information to further constrain the forecasting systems.

Numerous studies have been conducted in the recent couple of decades on using remote sensing data to constrain flood forecasting. While a number of reviews on hydrologic model data integration [14–19] and the use of remote sensing data for flood monitoring and mapping [20,21] have referred to this topic; there has not been a review article specifically on the use of remote sensing in operational flood forecasting applications, which is an important research area and has its own specific challenges and opportunities. Although floods can be driven by either rainfall or snowmelt, these types of processes are quite different in runoff generation mechanism. Considering the scope and deepness, this paper will only focus on rainfall-driven floods. Section 2 of this article introduces the background of remote sensing constrained flood forecasting from different perspectives. Sections 3 and 4 give a review on recent research that has used remote sensing derived precipitation and soil moisture products for flood forecasting, respectively. Related scientific and operational problems, as well as future directions, are discussed in Sections 3 and 4 followed by the conclusion in Section 5.

2. Background on Remote Sensing Constrained Flood Forecasting

Studies or applications focusing on use of remote sensing data for flood forecasting can be viewed or classified from different perspectives, including the type of remote sensing observations, the hydrologic models, the approaches to integrate the models and observations, as well as the uncertainties addressed (Figure 1).

Remotely sensed precipitation, soil moisture and snow cover (or water equivalent) are three common remote sensing products implemented as constraint in hydrologic forecasting. Precipitation products are generally utilized to remedy the insufficient gauged rainfall information [22], e.g., the ungauged areas, while soil moisture and snow products are commonly used to improve the key storage variables in rainfall-runoff and snowmelt-runoff models [15], respectively, so as to improve streamflow forecasts. There have also been attempts to integrate other types of remote sensing products into forecasting models, e.g., remotely sensed terrestrial water storage (TWS) [16,23], leaf area index (LAI) and/or evapotranspiration (ET) [18]; however, they have not been used for operational purposes. Remote sensing based elevation data have been used in hydraulic modelling, which mostly focus on flood management instead of operational forecasting at the current stage [20,21].

From the perspective of forecasting models, there are three types of hydrologic models: data-based (empirical), conceptual, and process-based models. The feasibility, effectiveness and efficiency of data-model fusing schemes differ according to the different types of models used, their different levels of complexity, and their representativeness of physical processes. For instance, despite the high efficiency of data-based models, remote sensing products such as soil moisture often cannot be directly used as a constraint, as there may be no comparable variables in the model. A highly process-based distributed model may be better suited to incorporate remote sensing products, but they
have not been widely used for operational forecasting due to the high computational demand and extensive data demands. Simple conceptual models have been preferred in operational applications, but challenges also exist in matching remote sensing data and model variables with vague physical meaning. For detailed background in modelling techniques in flood forecasting, it is recommended to refer to Sene [1] and Emerton et al. [3].

Figure 1. Overview of remote sensing constrained flood forecasting systems.

According to the approaches of combining models and data, the applications/studies can be classified into direct forcing, batch calibration and data assimilation. Remote sensing derived forcing variables (e.g., precipitation) can be used to drive the hydrologic models. Remotely sensed variables such as soil moisture can be used to address long-term systematic errors through batch calibration and short-term random errors through data assimilation. The batch calibration methods can be further classified into deterministic calibration [24–26] and stochastic calibration [27–29], while the data assimilation algorithms can be further classified into hard updating (direct insertion or initialization), statistical correction, nudging, sequential assimilation, and variational assimilation [15,30–32]. Related to those data-model fusing approaches, remote sensing data can be used to address uncertainties in different sources, including input data, output data, state variables, and model parameters [1]. Batch calibration is used to address systematic uncertainty in model parameters. Statistical correction is typically implemented to directly correct errors in output variables. Other data assimilation strategies, including hard updating, sequential and variational assimilation, are normally applied to reduce short-term errors in state variables; nevertheless, more advanced updating approaches can also be extended for updating input variables and/or parameters by treating them as state variables [15]. Figure 2 illustrate a schematic of the batch calibration, the extended Kalman filter, and the ensemble Kalman filter as examples of data-model integration. For a detailed background in batch calibration and data assimilation techniques, we refer to Moradkhani and Sorooshian [33].

Although various remote sensing products, hydrologic models, and integration approaches can be used, the implementation of remote sensing data to constrain streamflow forecasting is under-researched and great opportunities and improvements are expected in future studies [15].
3. Remotely Sensed Precipitation

Forecasts of future floods are subject to uncertainties from model structure, model parameters, initial conditions, and forecasted forcing. Although precipitation is the most important forcing for rainfall-runoff models, remotely sensed precipitation cannot be directly used in a forecasting model as it belongs to historical records. Currently, remotely sensed precipitation estimates are typically used as an alternative forcing for parameter estimation and model initialization so as to benefit flood forecasting. This section reviews current remotely sensed precipitation products and their implementation in flood forecasting applications.

3.1. Overview of Products

Rainfall is the most important forcing variable in rainfall-driven flood forecasting. There are three major sources of rainfall measurements: in-situ rain gauges, ground-based weather radar stations, and satellite retrievals [34]. Traditionally, hydrologic forecasting systems tend to rely on in-situ gauged rainfall. This technology has been proven to be a relatively accurate rainfall monitoring approach; however, the accuracy of rain gauge-based catchment precipitation estimates depends on the density and distribution of gauges and the uncertainty of the interpolation method. Recent development of remote sensing techniques has seen weather radar station and satellite-based precipitation become two important alternative rainfall sources [35,36].

A weather radar station (also called Doppler weather radar) is usually installed on the ground to continuously monitor the location, motion and type of precipitation. It is an active remote sensing technique which detects the radio reflectivity from target precipitation [36,37]. The radar reflectivity (Z) is linked to rainfall rate (R), which is known as Z-R relationship, to produce a quantitative precipitation estimation (QPE). It has been demonstrated that appropriate quantification of Z-R relationship can be essential for precipitation estimation [36,38,39]. Radar QPE commonly provides spatial data over areas of tens to hundreds kilometers in diameter with sub-hour temporal resolution and several kilometer
spatial resolution. For instance, the US Next Generation Radar (NEXRAD) Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) provides up to 4 km spatial and 6 min temporal resolution QPE [36]. This makes up for the spatial poverty of gauged rainfall through radar-rain gauge fusion [37,40–45]. Although radar stations can provide relatively high spatiotemporal resolution QPE, a single station can only be suitable for small range applications. To extend the utility of radar QPE, large scale radar networks are gradually being established world-wide; e.g., the National Mosaic and Multi-Sensor QPE (NMQ) system in the USA [36].

The advances in satellite remote sensing have promoted the opportunity to continuously observe precipitation from space. The infrared and microwave remote sensing technologies have dominated satellite precipitation monitoring techniques. The thermal infrared (TIR) sensing has been used for rainfall monitoring since the 1970s, while the satellite microwave sensing of rainfall began during the 1980s [22]. The TIR remote sensors are typically installed on geostationary satellites, e.g., the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES), the European geostationary METEOrological SAtellites (METEOSAT), the Multi-Function Transport Satellites (MTSAT), the Himawari geostationary weather satellites, and the Fengyun geostationary satellites, to detect brightness temperature of the cloud tops [46]. The precipitation is estimated based on the quantitative relationship between cloud-top temperature and rainfall rate, and that provides relatively good results for convective rainfall but is not satisfactory for stratiform rainfall [47]. As the TIR sensors are used in geostationary orbit, a constellation of satellites can yield continuous monitoring of precipitation with a coverage of the whole earth (60°N–60°S). This is the major advantage of TIR rainfall sensing.

Both passive and active satellite microwave sensing techniques have been used for precipitation monitoring. Passive microwave sensors include the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI) on TRMM, the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) and the Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) on the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites, Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSRE) on Aqua, the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU) on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites, and the Microwave Humidity Sounders (MHS) on later NOAA satellites and the European Operational Meteorological (MetOp) satellites [48]. Active microwave sensors include the Precipitation Radar (PR) on TRMM and the Radar on Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission. Satellite microwave can obtain information throughout the clouds instead of the cloud-top, due to which the microwave precipitation can be more reliable and accurate. Microwave sensors are currently installed on low-orbit satellites, which limits the temporal resolution and spatial coverage [49]. Table 1 shows the basic parameters of different types of remote sensing precipitation.

Table 1. Remotely sensed precipitation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th>Platform Examples</th>
<th>Horizontal Resolution</th>
<th>Revisit</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground Radar</td>
<td>Ground stations</td>
<td>10 m–1 km</td>
<td>&lt;10 min (local)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>TRMM, GOES, METEOSAT, MTSAT, Himawari, Fengyun GPM, TRMM, DMSP, Aqua, NOAA, MetOp</td>
<td>1–5 km</td>
<td>30 min–3 h</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive microwave</td>
<td></td>
<td>5–70 km</td>
<td>3 h–1 d</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satellite radar</td>
<td>GPM, TRMM</td>
<td>~5 km</td>
<td>12 h–3 d</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a single satellite is limited in accuracy, coverage, and spatiotemporal resolution that can be achieved for hydrologic applications, a number of multi-satellite QPE algorithms have been developed, including:

- the Precipitation Estimation from Remote Sensing Information using Artificial Neural Networks (PERSIANN) [50];
• the PERSIANN-Cloud Classification System (PERSIANN-CCS) [51];
• the Self-Calibrating Multivariate Precipitation Retrieval (SCaMPR) [52];
• the combined Passive Microwave-Infrared (PMIR) algorithm [53];
• the Climate Prediction Center morphing approach (CMORPH) [46];
• the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)-Blend Precipitation [54];
• the Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP) [55];
• the TRMM Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) [48]; and
• the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission [56].

These approaches integrate the advantages of TIR and microwave sensing techniques to generate global continuous satellite-based QPE products for either research (e.g., TMPA 3B42V7) or real-time operational (e.g., TMPA 3B42RT) applications [57].

3.2. Implementation of Weather Radar Precipitation

Since the ready availability of ground-based weather radar, a number of studies have been conducted to test the utility of radar QPE for hydrologic modelling. It has been demonstrated that radar QPE can be a useful forcing data for streamflow or flood predictions. The utility of radar QPE can be from several aspects. First, weather radar can provide a spatially distributed precipitation measurement, providing an important advantage over rain gauges, so that they can be easily adopted by distributed hydrologic models. For instance, Yang et al. [58] used weather radar observations for a continuous distributed hydrologic reservoir operation model for flood forecasting and control in the upper Tone River basin of Japan. Butts et al. [59] showed the use of radar QPE from NEXRAD in a distributed MIKE SHE hydrologic model and discussed the impact of rainfall forcing and model complexity on rapid flood forecasting. Kalinga and Gan [60] implemented radar QPE to a physically based semi-distributed model and tested the response in streamflow simulations. Cole and Moore [61] introduced both radar QPE and gauged rainfall into a distributed hydrologic model to forecast floods at gauged and ungauged areas. Islam and Gan [62] compared the use of NEXRAD precipitation data in semi-distributed and fully distributed models, and concluded that fully distributed models may make better use of distributed forcing information so as to make robust flow simulations.

Second, as weather radar stations measure precipitation under the clouds, it has a quick response to sudden and extreme storms; therefore, radar QPE have been used for extreme and flash flood forecasting. For instance, Vieux and Bedient [63] implemented radar precipitation for modelling an extreme meteorological and hydrologic event occurring on 17–18 October 1994 in South Texas, and illustrated that the Z-R relationship quantification can be critical for flood simulation. Gourley et al. [64] examined how commensurate today’s high-resolution radar rainfall data is with flash flooding modelling at different scales. Javelle et al. [65] evaluated a flash flood warning system in two flood events using a radar-rain gauge fusion product. Morin and Yakir [66] illustrated how to use a high resolution radar to model the convective rain cells and the impacts on flash flood predictions in a semi-arid environment.

Third, weather radars provide additive value to rain gauges. It has been demonstrated that radar QPE can be a useful and reliable forcing for flood/streamflow forecasting in poorly gauged or ungauged regions [61,65]. For gauged areas, radar precipitation can be merged with gauged precipitation to generate a more accurate QPE product with a good spatiotemporal coverage and resolution, so as to benefit rainfall-runoff modelling and flood simulation [61,67–71].

Because of the limited footprint of a single weather station, early streamflow prediction applications were confined to small scale catchments [59,68]. Development of the radar network has brought the potential to use radar QPE for large scale applications closer to reality. For instance, Kitzmiller et al. [72] illustrated that the multiple NEXRAD mosaic QPE product could be used for streamflow simulations at large scales. Five weather stations were used for hydrologic prediction in
Blue River Basin in Canada [60]. He et al. [73] combined with five weather radar stations to generate QPE to drive a hydrologic model which was implemented to the Skjern River Basin, Denmark.

3.3. Implementation of Satellite Precipitation

Satellite precipitation products have been an important source of forcing data for hydrologic modelling. The geostationary TIR satellites have been widely used for providing precipitation data to streamflow/flood simulations due to the continuous spatiotemporal coverage. For instance, METEOSAT TIR precipitation data have been implemented into a distributed hydrologic model (MIKE SHE) [74–76] and a simple lumped hydrologic model [77] for streamflow forecasting in the Senegal River Basin. It has been found that TIR precipitation generally results in reasonable flow simulation/forecasts for convective rainfall events, while there is a higher chance to get a poor flow simulation/forecast for stratiform rainfall events [74,77]. The microwave satellite precipitation have also drawn increasing attention in hydrologic modelling. For example, the precipitation estimates from Chinese meteorological satellite Fengyun-2C were tested in the Tarim River Basin for streamflow simulation with the distributed MIKE SHE model, and it has been found that microwave satellite provided relatively high spatial resolution precipitation in sparsely gauged areas which exhibited positive impact on flow simulation especially during summer time [78].

Beside the use of individual satellite precipitation products, there is an increasing interest in using multi-satellite QPEs. For instance, Hossain and Anagnostou [79] compared the TMI, SSM/I, and AMSR-E precipitation estimates, and tested the implementation of TMI, SSM/I, AMSR-E and TRMM IR precipitation estimates on streamflow prediction. Kalinga and Gan [80] developed an infrared-microwave rainfall algorithm (IMRA), which adjusts the QPE retrieved from the TRMM and GOES IR sensors with the TMI data, and applied it to the conceptual SACramento Soil Moisture Accounting (SAC-SMA) model. Since the launch of the TRMM, the TRMM rainfall products (e.g., TMPA) have been extensively implemented in streamflow/flood simulations [81–88]. Asante et al. [84] developed a linear geospatial streamflow simulation system using remotely sensed land and hydrologic inputs, including the TRMM precipitation product. Zulkafli et al. [89] conducted a comparative study on the performance of TRMM 3B42 Versions 6 and 7 in streamflow prediction. Kuligowski et al. [90] utilized TRMM data for flash flood forecasting. Beside the TRMM precipitation products, the SCaMPR [91] and the CMORPH [92] precipitation products have also been used for operational streamflow/flood forecasting. Recently, Jiang et al. [57] used multiple satellite precipitation products, including TMPA 3B42RT, PERSIANN, and CMORPH for ensemble streamflow simulation based on Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA). It has been found that multi-satellite QPEs generally provide more reliable and robust rainfall forcing for rainfall-runoff models than single satellite product [72,77,91,92].

To combine the strength of satellite and gauged rainfall, the satellite-rain gauge precipitation estimates have also been implemented in streamflow/flood simulation. These applications include adjusting satellite QPE against gauged rainfall and implementing the QPE for streamflow simulation [93], interpolating gauged rainfall against the satellite precipitation pattern and using the interpolated rainfall for hydrologic prediction in data sparse regions [94].

3.4. Challenges and Opportunities

The rapid development in remote sensing techniques has promoted opportunities in monitoring rainfall using satellite and ground-based sensors and their application in flood forecasting. However, a number of challenges remain to be addressed, such as:

- large uncertainties in satellite-based and ground-radar precipitation estimates;
- developing a systematic guideline of choosing rainfall products and operational use of multiple source of information, e.g., gauged, satellite-based, and ground radar precipitations; and
- the use of remotely sensed precipitation for rainfall nowcast/forecast so as to drive flood forecasting.
Various possible solutions have been proposed and tested in recent studies; however, there are still scientific and practical problems that need to be further addressed.

3.4.1. Uncertainties in QPEs

Although remote sensing techniques can provide spatially distributed precipitation estimates, there is no guarantee that reliable streamflow/flood simulations can be generated based on them, especially when compared to gauged rainfall records [74]. This relates to various sources of uncertainty in remote sensing data. When used as input data for rainfall-runoff models, the uncertainties from the remotely sensed precipitation will propagate through the model dynamics, which can considerably affect streamflow simulations [95,96]. Therefore, the questions of how to reduce the uncertainties in remotely sensed forcing and minimize the impact on streamflow simulations have been broadly explored but still remain a big challenge for the operational implementation of remote sensing precipitation for streamflow/flood forecasting.

Radar precipitation estimates are subject to uncertainties such as reflectivity calibration schemes, quantification of Z-R relationships, drop size, range degradation, and bright band contamination [96–99]. A series of efforts have been made to mitigate the uncertainties and the impacts on streamflow/flood simulation. One idea is to improve the precipitation estimation directly, e.g., to improve the identification of Z-R relationship and bright band so as to improve radar rainfall estimates and streamflow simulations [72]. Another solution, as mentioned before, is to reduce uncertainties in radar QPE by incorporating rain gauge records [37,40–45]. The radar-rain gauge merged QPEs can then be used for streamflow/flood modelling, and it has been found that these combined products generally result in an optimal streamflow prediction compared to the use of a single product [61,68,69,72].

Satellite precipitation estimates usually contain significant systematic bias and random errors. Similar to radar uncertainty reduction studies, in addition to improving the sensing and retrieval techniques themselves, many efforts have been conducted in integrating different estimates to reduce uncertainties. As there are an increasing number of precipitation satellite products available, the first idea is to integrate multiple satellite estimates, which has promoted the growth of multi-satellite precipitation estimation algorithms and related products, such as TMPA and CMORPH mentioned above. Those multi-satellite blended products have been intensively used for hydrologic forcing [81,88,90,92,100]. To make a better use of those QPE products and further constrain the uncertainties, integrated use of multiple multi-satellite QPEs for streamflow simulation has been tested, and improved streamflow simulation has been demonstrated through multiple products ingestion [91] or Bayesian model averaging [57]. The second idea is the integrated use of satellite QPEs with gauged rainfall. One approach is to combine satellite QPE with gauged rainfall and then use the combined rainfall field as model forcing [70,94]. Another approach is to run the rainfall-runoff models separately using satellite and gauged precipitation estimates, and then combine the streamflow predictions through Bayesian model averaging [101]. The third idea is to correct precipitation errors during the hydrologic modelling processes through assimilation of other observations, e.g., satellite soil moisture [102–105] and gauged discharge [92], so as to enhance the streamflow predictability. The fourth idea is to produce precipitation from other satellite products. For instance, a new algorithm called SM2RAIN aimed to provide a new satellite precipitation product based only on satellite soil moisture observations using inverse modelling approaches [106–108].

3.4.2. Operational Use of Multiple Products

Decades of studies have provided a number of solutions for the integrated use of multiple information sources. However, when it comes to operational streamflow/flood forecasting practice, there are still questions to be investigated. First, what is the best way to fuse different data sources; blending the products first or running separate models and combine model outputs? To answer this question, comparative studies need to be conducted, not only to compare the simulation accuracy,
but also the feasibility and efficiency for operational applications. Second, in practical situations there could be multiple sources of data sets, e.g., rain gauges, weather radar stations, satellite QPEs, discharge gauges, soil moisture observations, etc.; then how to use all available information in an integrated manner and how much impact introducing additional information will have on streamflow predictions need to be further explored. Third, a systematic guideline of choosing rainfall products and integration approaches for different situations needs to be established. For instance, the integrated use of both rain gauge and satellite precipitation can only be achieved in gauged regions \cite{70,94,101}.

3.4.3. Remotely Sensed Precipitation for Rainfall Forecast

A good quality rainfall input dataset is essential for model structure identification, parameter estimation, and initial condition quantification. However, as mentioned before, the quality of remote sensing QPEs will not affect future flood forecasting directly, but through the model parameters and initial states. Nevertheless, there is also possibility to benefit rainfall forecasts from remote sensing techniques. For instance, the radar station can be used to generate rainfall field nowcasts (<6 h) by means of analogues (inferring from historical records), which can directly benefit flash flood forecasting \cite{109}. Remotely sensed precipitation estimates can also be used to improve rainfall forecasts, e.g., assimilated into numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, to improve operational flood forecasting \cite{110,111}. Those topics should draw more attention in the hydrologic forecasting community.

4. Remotely Sensed Soil Moisture

Remotely sensed soil moisture (RS-SM) has the potential to benefit flood forecasting through two approaches. Firstly, RS-SM can be included in model calibration so as to develop a more reliable parameter estimation, which can further benefit future forecasts. Secondly, soil moisture itself is an important initial condition for rainfall flood forecasting. It has been known that a different initial wetness of a catchment will lead to different runoff proportion for the same rainfall event. Therefore, RS-SM can be assimilated in real-time to reduce the uncertainty in model initial condition estimation. This section reviews current RS-SM products and their applications in model calibration and real-time updating.

4.1. Overview of Products

Soil moisture is a key variable in the earth system and plays an important role in hydrologic, meteorological and biologic processes \cite{112}. Modern soil moisture monitoring technologies can be divided into \textit{in-situ} techniques and remote sensing techniques. The early generation of \textit{in-situ} monitoring techniques starts from the development of the neutron probe in the 1950s \cite{113,114}, which has been quickly commercialized and widely implemented \cite{115}. In the 1980s, the application of \textit{in-situ} soil moisture monitoring techniques was boosted by development of the time domain reflectometry (TDR) method, which uses the difference in dielectric properties of dry soil and water \cite{116}. During the last couple of decades, further success has been achieved through the development of capacitance probes, heat dissipation and heat pulse sensors \cite{115}.

While \textit{in-situ} probes provide continuous soil moisture measurements with a satisfactory level of accuracy, it has been widely admitted that these point measurements lack representativeness of regional soil water conditions \cite{117}. Remote sensing techniques provide the opportunity to obtain spatial information on land surface soil moisture, compensating for the shortage of \textit{in-situ} measuring techniques. Remote sensors such as microwave radiometers, scatterometers, synthetic aperture radar, optical and thermal infrared sensors, can be installed on towers, aircraft and satellites to obtain soil water information from a distance \cite{115}. Satellite-based remote sensing provides continuous monitoring of the global soil moisture status, whilst aircraft-based remote sensing can be used to obtain regional soil moisture with higher resolution, which provides validation data for satellite-based soil moisture images.
Microwave remote sensing for soil moisture has experienced a rapid development and wide application during the last couple of decades. A number of microwave soil moisture monitoring missions have been launched. One group of missions are based on the passive microwave sensing techniques, which receive natural microwave emissions from the land surface and retrieve soil moisture information based the dielectric impact on soil emissivity. These missions provide high accuracy and temporal repeat but low spatial resolution products. This group includes the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) on the Aqua satellite [118], the Microwave Imaging Radiometer with Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) on the European Space Agency Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite [119], and the AMSR-2 on the newly launched Global Change Observation Mission—Water “SHIZUKU” (GCOM-W1) [120]. The other group of missions are based on the active microwave sensing technique, which sends a microwave signal and retrieves soil moisture information through the backscatter signal strength related to soil dielectric constant and surface roughness. These missions provide high resolution but low accuracy and temporal repeat products. This group includes the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and Scatterometer (SCAT) on the European Space Agency Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS) [121], the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) on the Meteorological Operational Satellite (Metop) [122].

Additionally, there are passive-active microwave missions, such as the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission launched in early 2015 [123]. Unfortunately, active radar on SMAP stopped working on 7 July 2015. Table 2 summarizes the main satellite-based passive and active microwave sensors used for soil moisture retrievals.

Table 2. Satellite-based microwave remote sensing for soil moisture monitoring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor (Satellite)</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band</td>
<td>Period</td>
<td>Product Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMI (TRMM)</td>
<td>X, K</td>
<td>1997–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRAS (SMOS)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2010–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive (SMAP)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2015–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signals detected by remote sensors are only related to the near-surface soil moisture conditions. More specifically, the measuring depth of microwave sensors is only about 3–5 cm for L-band (1–2 GHz) and 1–1.5 cm for C to X (4–12 GHz) bands on bare soil [119]. This challenges the application of RS-SM products for hydrological models, which take into account the catchment soil water conditions for both surface and deeper soil layers [124]. Microwave-retrieved soil moisture information is affected by vegetation cover and the significance of the vegetation effect increases with the increase of frequency. Therefore, L-band sensors (e.g., SMOS) are generally considered to provide more reliable measurements than the C and X bands sensors (e.g., AMSR-E) in vegetated regions [17]. Active microwave sensors based on SAR technologies are able to detect land surface information with a relatively fine spatial resolution (e.g., 3–1000 m), but the revisit period is relatively long (e.g., 24–46 days). The microwave active scatterometers and passive radiometers provide soil moisture information with a relatively coarse spatial resolution (e.g., 25–50 km) but a finer temporal resolution (1–3 days) [123]. Therefore,
there is a need to combine the strengths of active and passive microwave techniques to monitoring surface soil moisture conditions, which has led to the development of SMAP mission, with the purpose of compromising accuracy and spatial resolution.

There are several recent review articles on soil moisture monitoring technology and products from different perspectives. Examples include reviews on the significance of soil moisture in atmospheric, geomorphic, hydrologic, and biologic cycles [112], local scale soil moisture monitoring techniques [125], large scale soil moisture monitoring techniques [115,126], satellite-based soil moisture products [127], microwave remote sensing of soil moisture [128] and soil moisture downscaling approaches [129]. For more details on soil moisture remote sensing, it is recommended to refer to these review articles. There are also studies on the evaluation and comparison of advanced remote sensing soil moisture products [130–135], and these studies provide a better knowledge of quality, reliability and suitability of current remote sensing soil moisture products. The main focus of this section is the application of RS-SM products on flood/streamflow forecasting.

4.2. Batch Calibration

Operational flood forecasting models, including lumped, semi-distributed and distributed models, contain a number of parameters that can be highly conceptualized and are not directly measurable [136]. These parameters are traditionally estimated through minimizing the differences between observed and simulated streamflow in order to generate accurate and reliable future flow forecasts. The development of soil moisture monitoring techniques provides the potential to improve flood forecasting models through introducing additional information to further constrain the parameter estimation.

Including soil moisture into batch calibration can have a significant impact on parameter values [137,138]. It has been demonstrated that batch calibration using soil moisture can result in a better match between modelled and observed soil moisture [139]. However, these studies focused on improved surface or root-zone soil moisture simulation through either conceptual models or physically-based models [138,140–143]. From the flood forecasting perspective, a more important question is how the batch calibration using soil moisture affects the streamflow simulation/forecasting. Koren et al. [142] examined the effects on annual and monthly runoff by incorporating in-situ soil moisture into batch calibration. They found that adding soil moisture information into the batch calibration procedure can reduce soil moisture biases for both the surface and root-zone soil layers without a considerable reduction in the accuracy of the simulated runoff, implying better internal consistency of the batch calibration. However, as shown by Koren et al. [142], it is hard to get improvements in flow prediction by including soil moisture data in the batch calibration. This can be explained by the model structure, which has been developed to lead to optimal streamflow simulations. Soil moisture is not a physical variable in these models, but an intermediate model state variable. This lack of reality has impeded the development of soil moisture-based batch calibration approaches for flood forecasting.

In spite of the challenge in improving streamflow prediction by calibration using soil moisture, several explorations have been carried out recently [136,144–147] to examine the potential of improving short-term streamflow forecasting by calibrating model parameters using soil moisture remote sensing data (Table 3). A relatively early study conducted by Parajka et al. [146] found that joint-calibration of a semi-distributed model using both streamflow and SAR/ERS derived soil moisture data improved the accuracy of the soil moisture predictions without degradation of the streamflow predictions. However, no obvious improvements were found at ungauged sub-catchments until a new modelling experiment was carried out [145], in which the improvements at ungauged sub-areas were identified under certain conditions. Nevertheless it was found that the joint calibration results in more robust calibration than the calibration using streamflow only case [145,146]. While studies by Parajka et al. [145,146] used low temporal resolution SAR data in a semi-distributed system, further attention has been paid to calibrate fully distributed hydrologic models using higher temporal resolution microwave data [136,144,147]. Sutanudjaja et al. [144] used SCAT/ERS derived soil moisture data for a coupled groundwater-land
surface model and found that the joint calibration using flow and soil moisture can reproduce good soil moisture and streamflow, as well as ground water head predictions. Wanders et al. [136] utilized AMSR-E, ASCAT and SMOS soil moisture data to calibrate a physically based model, with improved streamflow predictions obtained for the majority of the ungauged upstream regions. They also identified that the model benefitted most from the use of remote sensing data in areas with a lower density of discharge gauges.

While it is not guaranteed to achieve improvements in streamflow simulation/forecasting through accepting remotely sensed surface soil moisture information into the batch calibration, it is encouraging that RS-SM information results in a more robust parameter estimation [145]. It has been noted that multiple sub-optimal solutions can exist that all result in a similar model performance in highly nonlinear hydrological model batch calibration. Thus, one aspect of the improved robustness in batch calibration is to address the equifinality issue. This has been explored by Silvestro et al. [147], who tested the use of EUMETSAT soil moisture data to calibrate a distributed hydrologic model using the brute-force calibration algorithm. They demonstrated that some parameters are only weakly dependent on streamflow measurements, and that the use of both ground gauges and remote sensing data is able to additionally constrain the parameters and reduce the number of equifinal solutions. The improvement of the robustness and reduction in equifinality strengthen the reliability of the model predictions and raise the potential to improve flood forecasts in real-time scenarios.

Table 3. Studies calibrating a flood forecasting model using remotely sensed soil moisture data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Remote Sensing Data</th>
<th>Data Period</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Time Scales</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Study Basins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parajka et al.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>SAR (ERS-1/-2)</td>
<td>1992–2000</td>
<td>HBV (Semi-distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>SCE-UA</td>
<td>320 Austrian catchments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanders et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>ASCAT and SMOS</td>
<td>2010–2011</td>
<td>LISFLOOD (distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>Dual EnKF</td>
<td>Upper Danube catchment, Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutanudjaja et al.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>SCAT (ERS-1/-2)</td>
<td>1995–2000</td>
<td>PCR-GLOBWB-MOD (distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>Stepwise</td>
<td>Rhine-Meuse basin, Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvestro et al.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>EUMETSAT</td>
<td>2006–2011</td>
<td>Continuum (distributed)</td>
<td>hourly</td>
<td>Brute-force</td>
<td>Orba basin and Casentino basin, Italy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Data Assimilation

Due to the important role of soil moisture in hydrologic, meteorological and ecological cycles, soil moisture data assimilation has received increasing attention, with plenty of studies published during the last one and a half decades. One group of studies, e.g., [148–178] assimilated soil moisture observations into land surface or soil moisture accounting models but their objectives were confined to improve soil moisture simulation/reanalysis. Another group of studies, e.g., [13,102–104,137,179–205] assimilated soil moisture observations into catchment hydrologic models aiming to update the initial conditions of a forecasting model so as to improve streamflow prediction/forecasts.

Among those soil moisture assimilation studies for streamflow forecasting, there is a small sub-class of studies that only examined the assimilation of in-situ soil moisture measurements [137,199–203]. Those studies provide a basic understanding of the impacts of integrating soil moisture information into streamflow/flood forecasting models on catchment hydrologic process modelling. The rest of the studies assimilated various RS-SM information into streamflow/flood forecasting models. There are a couple of studies [204,205] that only evaluated the impacts on antecedent soil moisture conditions. However, there has been an increasing interest in the impact of RS-SM assimilation on streamflow simulation, as summarized in Table 4.
Table 4. Studies assimilating remotely sensed soil moisture data into flood forecasting models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Remote Sensing Data</th>
<th>Data Period</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Time Scales</th>
<th>Assimilation Algorithms</th>
<th>Study Basins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goodrich et al. [193]</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Aircraft microwave SM</td>
<td>07-08/1990</td>
<td>KINEROS (Semi-distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>Direct insertion</td>
<td>Lucky-Hills-104 watershed, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loumagne et al. [13]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>SAR (ERS-1/-2)</td>
<td>Not provided</td>
<td>GRHUM (Lumped)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>KF</td>
<td>Seine catchment upstream of Paris, France; Arade catchment in southern Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loumagne et al. [194]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>SAR (ERS-1/-2)</td>
<td>1995–1997</td>
<td>GRHUM (Lumped)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>Variational and EKF</td>
<td>The Orgeval river basin, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quesney et al. [189]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>SAR (ERS-1/-2)</td>
<td>1995–1997</td>
<td>GRHUM (Lumped)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>Seine catchment upstream of Paris, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauwels et al. [179]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>SAR (ERS-1/-2)</td>
<td>1995–1998</td>
<td>TOPLATS (Lumped and semi-d)</td>
<td>hourly</td>
<td>Nudging and statistic correction</td>
<td>The Zwalm catchment, Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauwels et al. [188]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>SAR (ERS-1/-2)</td>
<td>1995–2000</td>
<td>TOPLATS (Lumped)</td>
<td>hourly</td>
<td>Statistic correction</td>
<td>The Zwalm catchment, Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs et al. [195]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Aircraft microwave</td>
<td>01-07/1997</td>
<td>TOPLATS (Lumped)</td>
<td>hourly</td>
<td>Statistic correction</td>
<td>The Zwalm catchment, Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aubert et al. [187]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>SAR (ERS-1/-2)</td>
<td>1999–2000</td>
<td>GR4J (Lumped)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>Seine River basin, France; Arade basin, Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francioli et al. [181]</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>SAR (ERS-1)</td>
<td>1995–1997</td>
<td>GRKAL (Lumped)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>The Orgeval river basin, France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crow and Ryu [104]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Synthetic SM</td>
<td>1949–2003</td>
<td>SAC-SMA (Lumped)</td>
<td>sub-daily</td>
<td>EnKF, EnKS and KF</td>
<td>MOPEx basins, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brocca et al. [186]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ASCAT</td>
<td>2007–2009</td>
<td>MISOc (Lumped)</td>
<td>hourly</td>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>Upper Tiber river basin, Italy; France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draper et al. [197]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>ASCAT</td>
<td>2007–2010</td>
<td>SIM (Distributed)</td>
<td>sub-daily</td>
<td>Nudging EKF</td>
<td>Cobb Creek Watershed, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [196]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Synthetic and ground SM</td>
<td>2005–2008</td>
<td>SWAT (semi-distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EnKF</td>
<td>Upper Tiber river basin, Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brocca et al. [191]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>ASCAT</td>
<td>2007–2010</td>
<td>MISOc-2L two layer model (Lumped)</td>
<td>hourly</td>
<td>EnKF</td>
<td>Multiple basins, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han et al. [185]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Synthetic SM</td>
<td>2008–2009</td>
<td>SWAT (Semi-distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EnKF</td>
<td>Multiple basins, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matgen et al. [184]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>ASCAT</td>
<td>2007–2008</td>
<td>BibModel (Lumped)</td>
<td>hourly</td>
<td>Particle filter</td>
<td>Multiple basins, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarez-Garreton et al. [180]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>AMSR-E</td>
<td>2002–2011</td>
<td>PDM (Lumped)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EnKF</td>
<td>Multiple basins, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [102]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>ASCAT and SMOS</td>
<td>2010–2012</td>
<td>SAC-SMA (Lumped)</td>
<td>sub-daily</td>
<td>EnKF, EnKS and KF</td>
<td>13 basins, central USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridler et al. [183]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>SMOS</td>
<td>04–11/2010</td>
<td>SW-ET-MIKE (Lumped and semi-distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>Bias-aware ETKF</td>
<td>Ahlergaarde river basin, Western Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanders et al. [182]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>AMSR-E, ASCAT and SMOS</td>
<td>12–11/2011</td>
<td>LISFLOOD (Distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EnKF</td>
<td>Upper Danube catchment upstream of Bratislava, Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massari et al. [192]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>ASCAT, AMSR-E and ECMWF</td>
<td>2009–2013</td>
<td>SCRRM (Lumped)</td>
<td>hourly</td>
<td>Direct insertion</td>
<td>Raffa river basin upstream from the Raffina, Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvarez-Garreton et al. [103]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>AMSR-E, ASCAT and SMOS</td>
<td>2007–2014</td>
<td>PDM (Lumped and semi-distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EnKF</td>
<td>Warrego River catchment, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lievens et al. [198]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>SMOS</td>
<td>2010–2011</td>
<td>VIC (Distributed)</td>
<td>daily</td>
<td>EnKF</td>
<td>Murray-Darlin Basin, Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.1. The Development of Flood-Orientated RS-SM Assimilation Studies

From the historical perspective of the literature, there are three stages of studies on flood-orientated RS-SM assimilation (Table 4 and Figure 3). Goodrich et al. [193] and Ottlé and Vidal-Madjar [190] were pioneers to integrate RS-SM data into catchment hydrologic modelling. Goodrich et al. [193] first used aircraft based microwave soil moisture data to initialize a semi-distributed flow forecasting model, while Ottlé and Vidal-Madjar [190] introduced infrared RS-SM (NOAA-AVHRR) to update a lumped hydrologic model. At that stage, the updating procedures were all performed through direct insertion, with both studies identifying that RS-SM information had impact on soil moisture simulation but no obvious improvement on runoff/streamflow.

The second stage (2000–2003) is characterized by the use of ERS/SAR data (Table 4). The ERS satellite had a revisit period of 35 days. Therefore, not many RS-SM images could be used to update forecasting models. Empirical [195] and conceptual models [13,179,181,187–189,194] were the main focus at that stage. As it was not clear what type of data assimilation methods are most suitable for RS-SM assimilation during that period, various data assimilation approaches, including statistical correction [179,188,195], Newtonian nudging [179], variational data assimilation [194], the discrete Kalman filter (KF) [13] and the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [181,187,189,194], were examined. Pauwels et al. [179,188] did some comparison and found that statistical correction resulted in reliable updating of the forecasting models and there was no need to use nudging. It was gradually realized that Kalman filtering approaches are relatively strong in both uncertainty reduction ability and computational efficiency [181,187].

The third stage (2009–present) is characterized by the use of high temporal resolution RS-SM products (with revisits of 1–3 days). Beside a couple of tests using synthetic RS-SM data [104,185,196], ASCAT [102,103,182,184,186,191,192,197], AMSR-E [103,180,182,192] and SMOS [102,103,182,183,198] soil moisture products were widely implemented during this period. Simultaneously assimilating multi-source RS-SM products has also been tested recently [102,103,182,192]. The choice of the data assimilation algorithm turned to be more consistent in this period. The majority of studies chose the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) [102–104,180,182,183,185,191,196,198], while just a few used nudging [186], hard updating [192] and EKF [197]. There were also few particle filter (PF) applications. An example is Matgen et al. [184]. However, the PF has not been widely implemented in flow/flood forecasting studies. One reason is that the PF can lead to ensemble collapse and needs to be resampled for ensemble forecasting, while the EnKF is more efficient to meet the operational requirement of low computational cost [206].

![Figure 3. Number of papers published in each year from 1990–2015 on assimilating remotely sensed soil moisture data into flood forecasting models (calculated based on Table 4).](image-url)
4.3.2. Model Types for RS-SM Assimilation

Streamflow forecasting models include purely empirical models, conceptual models and process-based models. From the spatial resolution perspective, empirical and conceptual models tend to be implemented in lumped or semi-distributed catchment systems. Process-based models calculate runoff generation and also spatial propagation of flows in a more physical manner, and are thus usually implemented in fully distributed catchment systems. Initially, lumped models were typically chosen [13,102–104,179–181,183,184,186–192,194,195]. A rainfall and soil moisture updating approach was tested by Crow and Ryu [104] in synthetic scenarios and further implemented by Chen et al. [102] in real RS-SM assimilation scenarios for a lumped system (SAC-SMA). Brocca et al. [186,191] examined the benefits of assimilating ASCAT-derived surface and root-zone soil moisture products through a simple lumped model (MISDc and MISDc-2L).

The operational forecasting systems, however, usually divide a forecasting catchment (especially for a large catchment) into a series of sub-catchments and link them through river routing models. Each sub-catchment is modelled through a lumped conceptual model and the whole system forms a semi-distributed model. With the development of flood forecasting and data assimilation techniques, there is an increasing need to adopt RS-SM assimilation approaches for semi-distributed models. Quite a few attempts have been carried out for semi-distributed model updating [103,179,183,185,193,196], among which the challenges moving from lumped to semi-distributed models have also been explored [103,183].

There was also distributed model updating work conducted in recent years [182,197,198]. It is noted that distributed models, e.g., grid-based, are able to benefit more from spatial soil moisture information provided by remote sensors. Besides, those models are more physically based and typically employ multiple soil layers, making them better suited to accept remotely sensed surface soil moisture information [183]. However, it also should be noted that most current operational flood forecasting systems still incorporate lumped and semi-distributed conceptual models because of their computational efficiency and the lack of spatially distributed data. Efforts to use operational lumped and semi-distributed model updating are still being made, although there are more challenges to use the spatially distributed remote sensing data [103].

It can also be inferred from Table 4 that more studies have focused on daily modelling time scale, with less implemented on hourly or sub-daily forecasting. Nevertheless, hourly forecasts have been widely adopted in operational forecasting applications, due to the demand of producing short-term forecasts from hours to several days. It can be more challenging to update an hourly model due to the lack of RS-SM samples, but it will also be quite beneficial if more attention is paid to this research area.

4.3.3. Uncertainties Addressed in RS-SM Assimilation

As soil moisture or soil water storages are key control variables in hydrologic models, it is a logical step to update soil moisture states through directly integrating RS-SM into the models. Addressing uncertainties in state variables can improve initial conditions of the model and in theory will benefit streamflow forecasts [182]. However, as most operational models are highly conceptualized, it is not promised that addressing errors in soil moisture states is the most beneficial approach to maximizing the benefit in streamflow forecasts. The examination of parameter updating [13,194] has not attracted much attention, due to the indirect linkage between soil moisture data, parameters and flow predictions. Crow and Ryu [104] developed a dual updating approach to assimilate RS-SM data in order to simultaneously update input precipitation and catchment initial conditions (soil moisture and routing storages), with the approach examined through a set of synthetic experiments [104], further implemented by Chen et al. [196] for ground soil moisture assimilation, and later by Chen et al. [102] for the assimilation of ASCAT and SMOS soil moisture products. Some preliminary evidence has been provided showing that improved forcing is capable to bring additional benefits to soil moisture updating [102].
4.3.4. Capability to Improve Flood Forecasting

Assimilation of streamflow measurements generally brings direct improvements for streamflow estimation, as the assimilated observations are directly related to the predicted variables [92,207,208]. This is the major reason why streamflow data assimilation has been widely adopted for real-time forecasting. Nevertheless, it should be noted that state variables (e.g., soil moisture) are being updated through the assimilation of streamflow, which leads to a soil moisture estimate that results in the best streamflow simulation but does not necessarily correspond with the reality. Different from streamflow data assimilation, soil moisture affects the flow forecasts through the catchment hydrologic processes, which are typically not fully represented by forecasting models. Therefore, an obvious challenge is that improvement in soil moisture estimates does not necessarily lead to improvement in streamflow predictions. As indicated by most of the studies, soil moisture can be enhanced by integrating RS-SM data [179,180,186,197], but the impact on streamflow forecasts varies. At an early stage, the potential to improve flood forecasts was identified by the assimilation of ERS/SAR products. However, the improvements were neither significant nor consistent for all conditions [181,187,188,190,194]. It was claimed that the low temporal frequency of the ERS satellites could be an important reason for the insufficient impacts on flow simulation [187,188]. This impeded the development of flood-oriented RS-SM assimilation from 2003 to 2009. Along with the development of high temporal resolution satellites, there was a broad testing of integrating ASCAT, AMSR-E and SMOS data since 2010. Brocca et al. [186] integrated ASCAT data for a simple conceptual model (MISDc) in the Upper Tiber River in central Italy, and found that improved runoff prediction can be obtained mainly when the initial soil wetness conditions are unknown. A follow up study by Brocca et al. [191] showed that the assimilation of root-zone soil moisture products has stronger impact than direct assimilation of surface soil moisture products on streamflow prediction. Draper et al. [197] found that the assimilation of ASCAT data improved the streamflow prediction to some extent, but the improvement may mainly result from the correction of large bias from precipitation, which was suggested to be addressed through bias-aware data assimilation approaches. Han et al. [185] found that the improvements in streamflow were much weaker than in soil moisture, and not consistent in all sub-areas. The study by Matgen et al. [184] illustrated that introducing soil moisture information brings limited or no extra improvement in streamflow prediction if the model is well calibrated by streamflow gauges. Alvarez-Garreton et al. [103,180] applied RS-SM assimilation for both lumped and semi-distributed models, and a significant reduction of the ensemble spread was identified when using the EnKF. However, the NS efficiency of the mean prediction was not strongly improved. When RS-SM assimilation were performed in distributed models [182,198], improvements were identified especially in ungauged areas. However, negative results were also found by Ridler et al. [183], who showed that assimilation of SMOS soil moisture products resulted in overcorrection of errors in streamflow and flood peaks, which may be caused by the bias between observations and model estimates.

4.4. Challenges and Opportunities

While various RS-SM products have provided opportunities for addressing flood forecasting model uncertainties from different perspectives, e.g., improving the robustness of parameter estimation, updating the catchment initial wetness condition, and updating or retrieving antecedent rainfall to force the flood model, challenges come along with those opportunities. Brocca et al. [186] summarized the three main reasons that limited the benefits in streamflow prediction by integrating soil moisture data, including

- the spatial mismatch between the model and the remote sensing products;
- the different representativeness of the soil layers in the model; and
- remote sensing techniques, and limited data availability.

From the flood forecasting perspective, three important challenges should also be noted:
bias between remotely sensed and modelled soil moistures;
error quantification for data assimilation; and
the best strategy to optimally use multiple data sources to constrain the flood forecasting models.

4.4.1. Representativeness of the Soil Layers

One well-recognized challenge is how to propagate remotely sensed surface soil moisture information to the root-zone layer. This is not an issue for physically based models, as they typically employ multiple layers of soil moisture, in which the surface soil moisture in the model can be directly compared to the remote sensing products. However, it is a common issue in both batch calibration and data assimilation for conceptual forecasting models with a single soil water layer. One group of studies have used exponential filtering techniques to convert the remote sensing data to a root-zone soil wetness index [103,147,180,186,191]. This method is simple and easy to be implemented for all conceptual models. Another group of studies have addressed this issue by introducing a surface soil layer into conceptual models, such as the GRHUM [189,194], GRKAL [181] and MISDc-2L [191]. These approaches are model specific but more physically based. However, no comparison studies between these two approaches have yet been conducted.

4.4.2. Bias between Remotely Sensed and Modelled Soil Moistures

Even if the model has a surface layer, or the remotesensing data have been converted to the root-zone layer, there may be significant bias between modelled and remotely sensed soil moisture. This can be a problem when stochastic data assimilation is implemented. First, significant bias violates the basic assumption of filtering approaches. Second, it may cause overcorrection of the soil moisture which leads to degradation in streamflow simulation. One solution is to perform bias-correction of the remote sensing data relative to the model, e.g., cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching [103,144,180,186]. This solution is effective for bias correction but the outcome is that all bias is attributed to the RS-SM data and the data will lose most of the information before they are assimilated into the model. This can lead to marginal impacts of RS-SM assimilation to streamflow prediction. Another approach is to calibrate the model against the RS-SM products, which can also remove most of the bias, and then perform data assimilation for the calibrated model [136,182]. This method seems to be effective but has not been widely implemented. It should be noted that both above solutions attribute all the bias either to the RS-SM data or the model itself. It has been suggested to incorporate online bias estimation and correction during data assimilation procedures. This is called bias-aware data assimilation, which still needs to be further examined [183,198,209–212].

4.4.3. Error Quantification

Error quantification is another important challenge in stochastic data assimilation. The efficiency of the widely implemented Kalman filtering and particle filtering approaches to a large extent depend on the reliability of the error assumption/estimation. Triple collocation has been widely used for quantifying uncertainties of RS products, but it requires three independent products to perform the procedure [102,103,150,155]. Adaptive filtering approaches have been introduced to estimate model and observational errors during the data assimilation process [150,155,163], but have not been examined for flood modelling. Uncertainty quantification approaches, such as the Bayesian total error analysis (BATEA) [27,213], integrated Bayesian uncertainty estimator (IBUNE) [214], and the differential evolution adaptive metropolis (DREAM) algorithm [28], have been developed to disaggregate uncertainty to different sources, however, they also have not been widely tested for estimating RS-SM errors. One pioneering study by Alvarez-Garreton et al. [103] employed the maximum a posteriori estimation approach to quantify model and observational errors, which led to a reliable ensemble prediction; nevertheless, the impact on soil moisture assimilation and improvement in streamflow forecasts still needs to be further investigated [215].
4.4.4. Strategy to Optimally Use Multiple Products

While the improvements of flood forecasts using RS-SM products have not been generally proved, the RS-SM products continue to be increasingly available with the evolution of remote sensing techniques, as indicated in Table 2. Although in principle more information has the potential to facilitate a better forecasting model, there has not been a clear strategy to optimally fuse multiple products into forecasting models. Researches have been conducted in model calibration or updating using multiple RS-SM products since the recent couple of years [102,103,136,182,192]. It has been found that RS-SM products have different bias and error characteristics [103,131,135]. Possible solutions could be data pre-processing [215] or online processing [211]; nevertheless, great efforts are still needed to fully understand and address this practical challenge.

5. Conclusions

Remote sensing techniques for precipitation and soil moisture observation have undergone significant development in recent years. Ground-based weather radar, remote sensors based on geostationary satellites and microwave remote sensors based on polar orbit satellites have been widely used for precipitation monitoring. Moreover, various remote sensors, including microwave radiometers, scatterometers, synthetic aperture radar, optical, and thermal infrared sensors, installed on aircraft and satellites platforms, have been implemented to obtain land surface soil moisture information. Together, this has provided the opportunity to constrain hydrologic model input and state variables using remotely sensed precipitation and soil moisture products. Despite the large number of studies having been conducted to test the potential of using those remote sensing products for hydrologic modelling, the implementation for real-time forecasting is still under-researched and not widely adopted by operational sectors.

The advantage of providing spatially distributed rainfall fields has stimulated the interests in testing the potential of using radar and satellite precipitation estimates for rainfall-runoff modelling. However, this has not been widely adopted for operational practice due to uncertainty in the remote sensing products. Various methods have been proposed to reduce these uncertainties, e.g., fusing multiple remote sensing products, adjust remote sensing estimates using rain gauge measurements, and assimilating discharge or soil moisture data for input updating. Those studies have provided a scientific basis along with practical evidence to implement remote sensing precipitation for operational forecasting.

Recent advances in using RS-SM data for flood forecasting have provided evidence that the integration of remote sensing data with model predictions could lead to improved forecasts. However, this is not consistent since degradation and overcorrection were also reported in some cases. Those studies revealed a number of scientific and practical issues challenging the improvement in streamflow prediction, including the biases in remote sensing data and model states, the discrepancy between soil moisture depth in the model and the depth observed by remote sensing data, the lack of a physical relationship between soil moisture and streamflow in the model, and the differences in spatiotemporal scales between remote sensing data and modelled soil moisture. These issues are still under-researched and need to be further addressed before remote sensing data can be operationally implemented to constrain the flood forecasting models.

Currently, studies focus on testing the potential of improving streamflow prediction by using RS-SM products. However, this is a very practical objective which may not be achieved without addressing those aforementioned challenges. For instance, how to properly account for the model and observational biases along with the application of data assimilation and what will be the impact? What is the best way to propagate information from the surface layer to the root-zone layers and how much difference exists in terms of flow simulation among different methods? What is the best approach to use multiple remote sensing products to address uncertainties in different items, e.g., states, parameters and forcing data? It is important to understand whether and how much benefit can be achieved when
each issue is addressed. There will be a greater potential to improve flood forecasting when better understanding and more effective solutions to those specific challenges are achieved.

With the development and maturation of remote sensing techniques, there are increasingly remotely sensed products available for use, and therefore further studies on how to optimally integrate multiple observations need to be conducted. Importantly, there is an increased collaboration between scientific and operational sectors to bring scientific achievements on remote sensing constrained flood forecasting into practice.
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